
COLORADO RIVER INTERIM SURPLUS CRITERIA FEIS

ATTACHMENT G

Surplus Criteria Proposal by Pacific Institute

This attachment contains correspondence from the Pacific Institute for Studies in
Development, Environment, and Security.  Included are a February 15, 2000 letter
report presenting their proposed alternative for interim surplus criteria and an excerpt
from their September 8, 2000 letter of comment on the DEIS, in which they propose
certain modifications of the alternative proposed in February.  The entire text of their
September 8, 2000 letter is reproduced in Volume III.
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PACIFIC INSTITUTE PROPOSAL 
The “Environmental Interim Surplus Criteria,” submitted by ten NGOs and subsequently 
endorsed by the Center for Biological Diversity and The Wilderness Society, should be analyzed 
in a supplemental DEIS.  These criteria would satisfy the objective of facilitating California’s 
reduction in its use of Colorado River water, without forcing the environment to bear the costs of 
such actions.  Although similar in many respects to the Six States Plan, the Environmental 
Criteria differ sufficiently to merit appraisal in a supplemental DEIS.    
 
In the following, and per previous conversations and correspondence with Reclamation staff, we 
offer suggestions as to how best to model the Environmental Interim Surplus Criteria, and 
suggest several specific projections that should be included in the supplemental DEIS.  
 
Clarifications: 
§ Reclamation should model the monthly release schedule under “2) baseline delta flows” so 

that these delta flows are relatively constant throughout the year 

§ Reclamation should model the monthly release schedule under “5) delta flood flows” so that 
100% of such releases are made from May through July, peaking in June at a ratio of 35%: 
45%: 20% (flows in other months would be released by the baseline flow trigger, above) 

§ Due to difficulties in modeling a Secretarial determination of “No Net Loss,” for the 
purposes of modeling Reclamation should assume that such a determination is made 

 
Differences between the Environmental Criteria (“NGO”) and the 7 States’ Plan (“States”): 
§ Normal elevation trigger: ≤ 1120.4 for NGO, ≤ 1125 for States 

§ Baseline delta flows  0.032 MAF above elevation 1120.4 for NGO; none for States 

§ Partial M&I/Domestic surplus elevation triggered between 1125 & 1145 for both; for 
purposes of these modeling runs, the quantities of water released under the two plans are 
equivalent 

§ Full M&I/Domestic Surplus   triggered above elevation 1145.  NGO plan equivalent to 
States’ plan with the following exceptions:  Total deliveries through the Colorado River 
Aqueduct would be limited to 1.212 million acre-feet under the NGO plan instead of 1.250 
under the States’ plan 

§ Delta Flood Flows   triggered by Reclamation 70 percent flood control avoidance elevation 
(70A1) under the NGO plan; no such release under the States’ 
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§ Full Surplus/Quantified Surplus   70R trigger for both plans, although for the purposes of 
determining the trigger elevation the NGO plan considers the above delta baseline and flood 
flows as “uses” and the States plan does not (so the trigger elevation will be higher under the 
NGO plan).  Unlike the States’ plan, under the NGO plan, no water would be made available 
to California or Nevada for off-stream storage, including groundwater banking, under this 
tier, and no surplus water would be made available to Arizona for such purposes under this 
tier. 

§ Flood Control Surplus   equivalent for the two plans 

§ Shortage Criteria  the NGO plan does not establish shortage criteria 
 

  

 

 


